
vacantum
PERSONALBERATUNG

Senior Manager / Manager Global Business Services / Finance / HR Transformation - DACH (m/f/d)

Referenz-Nummer: GHI-30521-3

Art der Anstellung: Unbefristete Festanstellung

Ort: Hamburg, Bremen, Berlin, Hannover, Bielefeld, Köln, Frankfurt am Main, Kassel,
Nürnberg, Saarbrücken, Dortmund, Magdeburg, Erfurt, Stuttgart, Freiburg im Breisgau,
München, Dresden, Leipzig

Der Arbeitgeber

Our customer is a leading global strategy and operations consulting firm, with particular expertise in
performance benchmarking and business process reengineering. For companies wanting to optimize their
service delivery models, we offer deep expertise in organizational design and in business process outsourcing
options including HR outsourcing, IT outsourcing and more. Our cash flow analysis services have helped clients
to free up billions of dollars in improved cash flow. Our procurement expertise extends to strategic sourcing and
supply chain optimization, while our technology services include support for IT strategy development as well as
specific platform deployments such as Oracle or SAP implementation.

Die Position

Due to unprecedented growth in the DACH region, we are currently interested in talking to consultants at all
stages of their career - Senior Managers / Managers / Senior Consultants / Consultants / Associates
Global Business Services / Finance / HR Transformation - DACH (m/f/d) -  who have a strong finance
transformation background and would be interested in an international career whilst being focused on growing
our German practice.

- Working closely with Fortune 500 and DAX listed companies
- GBS / Shared Services/ BPO strategic and optimisation projects across multiple functions
- Full life-cycle transformation projects
- Exposure to our unique fact-based methodologies, benchmarking and research IP
- Contributing as a part of small, senior project teams working directly with the C-suite
- Working as part of a dynamic, truly international consulting business
- Germany based with European Travel
- Competitive Salary and Benefits

Besondere Merkmale

Unprecedented growth means that the opportunity to grow and develop with our DACH practice has never been
better. Whether your desire is to build on subject matter expertise, thought leadership or gain significant
commercial exposure, our customer is the place to be. We continually strive for excellence internally and
externally on the journey to World Class, and offer a truly international platform to drive your career from.

Die Anforderungen

You will already have had involvement with significant finance transformation programmes, probably focused
around Shared Service or Outsourcing projects in the DACH region. You must be able to demonstrate both
sophisticated consulting skills in German at C-suite level, and considerable depth of knowledge of finance
processes. Our consultants work in small, senior teams and as such you should be comfortable being very
hands on.

In addition to the qualifications listed above, the firm places high emphasis on relevant personal qualities:
entrepreneurial, creative, imaginative, resourceful, independent, motivated, professional and collaborative.
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Language Requirements: Fluency in German and English

Ihr Ansprechpartner

Gerhard Hiller
vacantum Personalberatung
Im Bärle 10
69469 Weinheim

T: +49 (0) 6201 592 677
F: +49 (0) 6201 592 678
M: +49 (0) 172 6296 079

hiller@vacantum.com
www.vacantum.com

Gerne steht Ihnen Ihr Personalberater für Fragen zur o.g. Position auch telefonisch von Montag bis Freitag in
der Zeit zwischen 9.00 h und 19.00 h zur Verfügung.

Ihre Bewerbung

Sind Sie an dieser Position interessiert? Dann bewerben Sie sich ganz einfach online. Oder Sie senden uns per
E-Mail Ihre vollständigen Bewerbungsunterlagen unter Angabe der Referenz-Nummer GHI-30521-3 und
Informationen zu Ihrer Verfügbarkeit und dem gewünschten Gehalt.
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